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V-ets erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog2 (ETS2), located at chromosome 21 and overexpressed in
Down’s syndrome (DS), has known cancer regulatory functions. Because leukemia is of common occurrence in
DS subjects while solid tumors are rare, we have explored the role of ETS2 functional genetic polymorphisms
in this differential oncological development. In silico methods were used for identifying deleterious SNPs, tagged
SNPs, and linkage disequilibrium followed by genotyping of 14 SNPs in Indo-Caucasoid individuals (N = 668).
Significantly different allelic frequencies for rs457705, rs1051420, and rs1051425 were observed in Indian con-
trols (N = 149) compared to other ethnic groups. A heterozygous “T” insertion, between chromosomal contig
positions 40195541 and 40195542, was observed in DS subjects and their parents. rs461155 showed significant
allelic and genotypic association in breast and oral cancer patients. Significantly higher occurrence of G-C
haplotype (rs461155-rs1051425) was also observed in these patients compared to DS and leukemic patients.
This is the first report on this type of allelic discrimination pattern of ETS2 under different disease conditions.
From the data obtained it may be proposed that allelic discrimination of deleterious SNPs in ETS2 may play a
regulatory role in the differential development of malignancy in DS subjects.
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INTRODUCTION are subjects diagnosed with Down’ syndrome (DS);
childhood onset of leukemia is a frequent problem
while solid tumors, especially breast cancer, is of rareMalignancy is one of the predominant global

health problems with varied paradoxical events in the incidence in these individuals (2,13). Solid tumors,
which have a lower risk in people with DS, are sur-initiation, invasion and promotion (2). One of the

most prominent examples for this paradoxical state rounded by stromal cells while leukemia and testicu-
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lar cancers, showing higher frequencies in DS pro- MATERIALS AND METHODS
bands, are either devoid of or have poorly developed

Phase I: In Silico Identification
stroma (13). The Tissue Organization Field Theory,

of Functional Variants
formulated to rationalize this kind of situation, hy-
pothesizes that malignancy develops as a result of All the SNPs in the coding, regulatory, and in-

tronic regions of ETS2 were retrieved from the NCBImiscommunication between different types of cells
(2). database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP)

and sorted on the bases of their function.Down syndrome critical region (DSCR) is com-
posed of a group of functionally important genes re-
sponsible for encoding transcription factors (TFs), Analysis of Effects Caused by Base Substitution.

Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT, http://sift.phosphorylating and dephosphorylating enzymes, etc.
An overdose of genes in the DSCR, due to triplica- jcvi.org), a sequence homology-based tool that shows

tolerance index (TI, ranging from 0.00 to 1.00) fortion of this region, makes this site important while
studying pathophysiology of DS (24). Among differ- each amino acid substitution, was used for analyzing

possible effect of nonsynonymous coding SNPs (16).ent genes located in the DSCR, V-ets erythroblastosis
virus E26 oncogene homolog 2 (ETS2) at 21q22.3 is TI of 0.00 to 0.05 point indicates an intolerant substi-

tution while a score of 0.05 to 1.00 indicates toler-a TF responsible for expression of a number of cell
cycle regulatory genes like BCL-XL, c-MYC, cyclin ance towards the substitution.

The Polymorphism Phenotyping (PolyPhen) toolD1, and P53 (6,26).
The ETS group of genes, present throughout the was also used (http://coot.embl.de/PolyPhen/), which

helps in calculating position-specific independentbody, control a number of functions including angio-
genesis, cellular differentiation, cell cycle, migration, count (PSIC) scores for every amino acid substitu-

tion. A PSIC score difference of 1.5 and above indi-proliferation, and apoptosis. Expression of ETS2 is
directly related to expression of P53 and BAX, and cates damaging effect of an amino acid substitution,

while a score below 1.5 implies that the variation isinversely related to expression of BCL2, thus increas-
ing sensitivity to apoptosis (29). On the other hand, benign (25).

SNPs3D tool was used to obtain effect of allelicin breast cancer (BC), investigators have reported that
ETS2 binds to the BRCA1 promoter and represses its change in nonsynonymous SNPs; higher entropy

value signifies more tolerant change. SNPs3D alsoexpression (1). Further, ETS1 expression was found
to be a good prognostic indicator for oral squamous provides Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM)

score, which is the exchangeability score generatedcell carcinoma (OC) (22). Overexpression of ETS2
also showed association with DS associated neuro- from Psi-blast alignment. A higher PSSM score

means the change is tolerable (http://www.snps3d.cranial and cervical skeletal abnormalities (27).
Genetic translocations in ETS2 were found to be org/) (33).

associated with DS-related leukemia (23) and in sil-
ico analyses of the dbSNP database (http://www.ncbi. Analysis of Function Played by Coding and Non-

coding SNPs. To estimate the function of codingnlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP) by our group revealed a
number of SNPs in ETS2, which may disrupt func- and noncoding SNPs, located at the TF binding sites,

Pupasuite2 program (http://pupasuite.bioinfo.cipf.es)tion of the TF. Our preliminary investigation on
ETS2 has also shown significant allelic and geno- was used, which is based on Match program of the

Transfac database. Putative exonic splicing enhancerstypic association of rs461155 with BC (7). Because
functional genetic polymorphisms are useful mea- (ESE), which are responsible for serine/arginine

(SR)-rich protein-mediated splicing, were detectedsures of expression and function of protein, it was
felt necessary to explore the role of functionally sig- using scripts of Pupasuite. It gives a score for the

alleles; a reduction in the score value is suggestive ofnificant ETS2 genetic polymorphisms in DS and its
associated malignancies. As has been already stated, decrease in SR protein-mediated splicing. DNA tri-

plex that is stretched more than 10 polypurines orleukemia is of common occurrence in DS children
whereas solid tumors like BC and OC show rare inci- polypyrimidines in a gene sequence could also be de-

tected by this program. Any SNP located in this tri-dence (2,13). Therefore, to determine whether ETS2
has any role in this differential malignant develop- plex forming sequence may disrupt triplex formation

and thus may interfere with normal genetic regulationment of DS, genomic DNA samples from DS, acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), BC, and OC individ- (8). Input mode could be either list of gene, list of

SNP IDs, or chromosomal region, and for the presentuals were analyzed to identify frequencies of func-
tional polymorphisms in the gene. investigation, we have enlisted gene IDs.
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Identification of SNPs Altering TF Binding Sites. ger in Haploview was used for tagSNP selection us-
ing pair-wise tagging with an r2 cutoff value of 0.8.Functionally significant SNPs, located in the noncod-

ing regulatory region between −5000 to +500 bp from
the transcription initiation site, were identified by Genotyping of Selected SNPs in the Indo-Cauca-

soid Population. A total five ethnically matchedSNP@Promoter (http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SNPatPro
groups from the state of West Bengal in eastern Indiamoter) (15).
(23°N, 87°E) were recruited for analysis of SNPs.
Healthy volunteers (N = 149), without any clinicalEstimation of Risk for a SNP. For calculating risk
history of intellectual disability or malignant disor-of a SNP, FastSNP tool was employed. This program
der, were recruited as controls (IND-C). Nuclear fam-uses TFSearch web service to follow the decision tree
ilies having a DS child (N = 132) were recruited fromprinciple and SNPs are ranked based on the level of
the outpatient department of Manovikas Kendra, Kol-risk conferred (32). Score levels 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
kata and trisomic status of probands was confirmedsignify no risk, very low, low, medium, high, and
by karyotyping. OC patients (N = 54) were recruitedvery high risk, respectively (http://fastsnp.ibms.sinica.
by investigators of the Indian Institute of Chemicaledu.tw). Name of the gene was used to generate the
Biology, Kolkata, and genomic DNA isolated frominput file.
peripheral blood was provided for the present study.
ALL patients (N = 38) were recruited from the Ko-Effect on Globular Domain Formation. GlobPlot

was used to analyze the effect of a SNP in globular thari Clinic and Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Cancer
Research Institute, Kolkata. Genomic DNA fromdomain formation (20). For this analysis, one-letter

amino acid code of the protein sequence was submit- postoperative normal tissue, adjacent to malignant
BC (N = 86), was collected by investigators from theted as query. In the next step altered sequence of the

protein, with amino acid substitution caused by a Chittaranjan National Cancer Research Institute, Kol-
kata. All the samples were acquired from the respec-SNP at a specific position, was submitted as a fresh

search and data obtained were compared with that tive individuals after obtaining informed written con-
sent for participation. The Institutional Humanobserved for the wild type.
Ethical Committee approved the study protocol.

Effect of SNPs on MicroRNA Target Site. dbSMR
tool (http://miracle.igib.res.in/dbSMR) was employed Genotyping Procedure. Peripheral blood collected

from normal volunteers, DS probands and their par-to search for SNPs that may alter the microRNA tar-
ents, as well as leukemia patients was used for extrac-get site. The degree of change was calculated from
tion of genomic DNA as per the standard protocolthe ratio of number of bases changing the conforma-
(21). As mentioned above, genomic DNA was pro-tion versus total number of bases involved in the
vided by respective investigators for BC and OCbinding (12). Gene symbol was used to predict the
samples. Fourteen functionally important SNPsmicroRNA target sites.
(rs457705, rs461155, rs34120017, rs35258008,
rs1051420, rs1051425, rs11422952, rs34882229,Phase II: Analyses of Linkage Disequilibrium
rs35578874, rs13046062, rs3178021, rs3178022,(LD) Block, Haplotype, and Tagged SNPs
rs3178023, and rs11540812) were genotyped usingin Different Populations
two set of primers. Primer sequences for rs457705,

Genotypic data of populations from Europe: Cau- rs461155, rs34120017, and rs35258008 were: for-
casians from Utah with ancestry from western and ward 5′-GTTGTCTTTGCCAGGGACTC-3′ and re-
northern Europe (CEU), Centre d’Etude du Polymor- verse 5′-CGGTGAATGTGGTACTGTGG-3′. For the
phisme Human (CEPH); Africa: Yoruba from Ibadan, rest 11 SNPs the primer sequences were: forward 5′-
Nigeria (YRI); and Asia: Han Chinese from Beijing, CAAGGGCCGACTAAGAGAAG-3′ and reverse 5′-
China (HCB) and Japanese from Tokyo, Japan (JPT), GCATGCAAAGAAGTGGAAAA-3′. PCR amplicons
were retrieved from the HapMap database (Release were subjected to sequencing in ABI prism 3130 Ge-
24/phase II) and used for comparison with the data netic Analyzer using Big Dye sequencing kit v3.1
obtained for the eastern Indian population. followed by analysis using Sequencing Analysis soft-

Haplotypes and LD patterns in each population ware v 5.2. Electropherograms obtained were further
were analyzed by Haploview 4.1. Input data source analyzed by Mutation Surveyor Demo V3.24 soft-
was the “SNP genotype data” of ETS2, downloaded ware to check for new mutation.
from “HapMap Data Rel 24/phase II Nov 08, on
NCBI B36 assembly, dbSNP b126” of HapMap Ge- Statistical Analysis of Genotyped Data. Allelic

and genotypic distributions of control, DS probands,nome Browser (Phase I & II—full dataset). The Tag-
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their parents, ALL, BC, and OC patients were com- rs34248663, rs8129886, and rs8134441 may abolish
TF binding sites.pared by simple r × c contingency table (http://www.

physics.csbsju.edu/stats/contingency_NROW_NCOL
UMN_form.html). LD values were measured by Identification of SNPs in the Promoter Region.

Exonic splicing enhancer activity (ESE) was foundHaploview 4.1 using default settings. Allelic odds ra-
tios of different diseased groups were calculated by to be altered by nine SNPs (Table 1). Sixteen SNPs

(rs8129412, rs8129422, rs35548432, rs2283639,Odds Ratio calculator (http://www.hutchon.net/Con
fidORnulhypo.htm). Haplotype frequency distribu- ENSSNP11887775, rs34005903, rs33953058,

rs3833351, rs11288156, rs28565186, rs11702084,tions of polymorphic SNPs was inspected by Un-
phased program (Version 2.403) (10). Piface program rs12483154, rs3178021, rs3178022, rs3178023,

ENSSNP11887796), which may disrupt the triplex(18) was used to calculate power of all the chi-square
tests. forming target sequence, were also identified by

Pupasuite2.

Estimation of Risk Involved With a SNP. For theRESULTS
present analysis SNPs showing risk level below 2 by

Phase I
FastSNP were excluded. Five SNPs (rs34373350,
rs11700777, rs457705, rs461155, rs17854245) wereAnalysis of all the SNPs in the dbSNP database

(total number = 279) showed that ETS2 has three predicted to have chances of conferring low to me-
dium risk (risk level 2–3). rs1803557 (risk level 3–missense, four synonymous SNPs, and three frame

shift changes in the coding region. A large number 4), which induces a missense alteration, showed a
higher potency to modify splicing regulation.of intronic SNPs and noncoding SNPs in the 5′ and

3′ UTR were also observed.
Prediction of Effect on Globular Domain Forma-

tion. GlobPlot analysis revealed that while all theEffects Caused by Base Substitution. By SIFT
analysis, five nonsynonymous SNPs were detected. nonsynonymous SNPs may not be deleterious,

rs34373350 may have some role in the formation ofAmong these, only rs1803557 revealed risk of dam-
age; TI was found to be 1.00 for A (coding for gluta- globular domain; order (56–62 for “A” residue;

55–68 for “T” residue) and potential globular do-mate) with a chance of being reduced to 0.01 by T
substitution (encoding valine). Four other SNPs, mains (3–188 for “A” residue; 69–188 for “T” resi-

due) were changed in comparison to the native pro-rs34373350, rs61735785, rs66473060, and rs34472454,
failed to show any risk (Table 1). tein.

Analysis by PolyPhen revealed two SNPs,
rs1803557 and rs66473060, as deleterious because Identification of SNPs Affecting MicroRNA Target

Site. dbSMR analysis showed that a site of actiontheir PSIC score difference exceeded the danger limit
of 1.5 (Table 1). for hsa-mir-136 at the 3′ region of both the transcripts

of ETS2 (ENST00000360214 and ENST00000360938)SNPs3D analysis showed that rs1803557 has lower
PSSM score (−1) and also a lower entropy value com- was gained by rs11254 C/T substitution; the degree

of change was 20–30%.pared to others (Table 1). rs34373350, rs61735785,
rs66473060, and rs34472454 failed to show any sig- After analyses by all the SNP selection web

servers, 20 sites were prioritized as functionally sig-nificant contribution by SNPs3D analysis.
nificant (Table 1).

Functional Analysis of Coding and Noncoding
SNPs. Analysis of functional changes revealed al- Phase II: Analyses of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD)
teration in TF binding sites by three SNPs in the Block, Haplotype, and Tagged SNPs in ETS2
ETS2 promoter; allelic changes induced at rs1209950 Among Different Populations
(−4321, C>T) and rs8129412 (−3222, C>A) were
predicted to create binding sites for TF (CDX and Hapmap Phase II genotype frequency dataset was

used to explore LD block structure of ETS2 gene inHNF-1, respectively) while rs11911369 (−2215,
C>T) may lead to loss of the Elk-1 binding site. CEU, YRI, HCB, and JPT. As different allelic fre-

quencies among populations yield different LD struc-On the other hand, SNP@Promoter analysis re-
vealed five SNPs (Table 1) that may alter binding tures, common block regions were inspected to target

particular SNPs that may show similar allele fre-sites for different TFs. The derived alleles of
rs8130465 may generate site for C/EBP in ETS2. quency distribution in Indian population also. Tagger

analysis identified two common regions (i.e., RegionOn the other hand, substitutions at rs11911369,
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TABLE 1
FUNCTIONAL SNPs IN ETS2 PREDICTED BY IN SILICO METHODS

Type of SNP Possible Tool for
SNP ID (Alleles) (Amino Acid Change) Functional Effect Prediction Specification of Functional Significance

rs1803557 (T/A) Coding NS (E145V) Damaging SIFT TI: 1.00 (E), 0.01 (V)
PolyPhen PSIC score: 2.147
SNPs3D Entropy: 1.75 bits, PSSM score: −1
FastSNP High risk SNP (risk level: 3–4)

rs34373350 (A/G) Coding NS (A64T) Damaging SIFT TI: 1.00 (A), 0.55 (T)
PolyPhen PSIC score: 0.189
SNPs3D Entropy: 2.30 bits, PSSM score: 0
FastSNP Medium risk SNP (risk level: 2–3)
GlobPlot Disorder: 56–62 (A), 55–68 (T)

Globular domains: 3–188 (A), 69–188 (T)

rs61735785 (A/C) Coding NS (I217L) Benign PolyPhen PSIC score: 0.183
FastSNP Medium risk SNP (risk level: 2–3)

rs66473060 (-/T) Coding frame shift (P41S) Damaging PolyPhen PSIC score: 1.756

rs457705 (G/T) Coding synonymous Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SC35; Scores: 4.76 (T), 2.30 (G);
mediated ESE ac- Lose (−2.46)
tivity

FastSNP Medium risk SNP (risk level 2–3)

rs461155 (G/A) Coding synonymous Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein; SRp40; Scores; 4.00 (A), 1.39 (G);
mediated ESE ac- Lose (−2.61)
tivity

FastSNP Medium risk SNP (risk level: 2–3)

rs711(A/G) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SC35, SF2; Scores: 2.73(A), 1.43
mediated ESE ac- (G); Lose (−1.30) 1.99 (A), 1.26 (G); Lose
tivity (−0.73)

rs13046062 (T/G) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SRp40; Scores: 2.77 (T), 1.21 (G);
mediated ESE ac- Lose (−1.56)
tivity

rs1051476 (C/G) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SC35; Scores: 2.71 (C), 1.80 (G);
mediated ESE ac- Lose (−0.91)
tivity

rs3178021 (C/T) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SRp40; Scores: 3.56 (C), 1.18 (T);
mediated ESE activ- Lose (−2.38)
ity and disrupts TFO

rs3178022 (C/T) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SRp40; Scores: 3.56 (C), 1.85 (T);
mediated ESE activ- Lose (−1.71)
ity and disrupts TFO

rs3178023 (C/T) 3′ UTR SNP Affects SR protein- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SRp40; Scores: 3.56 (C), 1.85 (T);
mediated ESE activ- Lose (−1.71)
ity and disrupts TFO

rs11254 (C/T) 3′ UTR SNP ESE activity and mi- Pupasuite 2 SR protein: SC35; Scores: 2.54 (C), 1.97 (T);
croRNA target site dbSMR Lose (−0.57)
changes

hsa-mir-136 microRNA target site gained (de-
gree of change = 20–30%)

rs11911369 (C/T) 5′ UTR (−2216)* Change at possible SNP@promoter Myogenin/NF-1, Elk-1,c-Ets-1 p54, YY1† (C)‡
TF binding site and Pupasuite 2

rs34248663(-/C) 5′ UTR (−2594)* Change at possible SNP@promoter PLZF (C)‡
TF binding site

rs8129886 (C/G) 5′ UTR (−2879)* Change at possible SNP@promoter Hand1:E47, PLZF† (C)‡
TF binding site

rs8130465 (C/T) 5′ UTR (−3204)* Change at possible SNP@promoter C/EBP† (T)‡
TF binding site

rs8134441 (T/C) 5′ UTR (−3955)* Change at possible SNP@promoter SMAD† (T)‡
TF binding site

rs1209950 (C/T) 5′ UTR (−4321)* Change at possible Pupasuite 2 CDX† (C)‡
TF binding site

rs8129412 (C/A) 5′ UTR (−3222)* Change at possible Pupasuite 2 HNF† (C)‡
TF binding site

ESE: exonic splicing enhancer; PSIC score: position specific independent counts; PSSM score: position specific scoring matrix; NS: nonsyn-
onymous; SR protein: serine/arginine-rich protein; TFO: triplex forming oligonucleotide; TF: transcription factor; TI: tolerance index.
*SNP position (−5000 to +500) relative to transcription start site.
†TFs predicted to bind.
‡TF binding allele.
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I and Region II), with rs461155, rs457705, rs460982, rs1051425 were found to be polymorphic with a
moderate LD between the two (D′ = 0.699; r 2 =and rs11254, rs1051476 as common tagged SNPs

(tSNPs) in all four populations (Fig. 1). SNPs like 0.165). Ancestral alleles of rs1051425 were flipped to
minor allele in the IND population. As was reportedrs2070529, rs2070530, and rs1209954 from Region

I and rs2070531, rs1051420, and rs11088449 from previously, the same type of flip was also observed
for rs461155 (7). A significant difference between INDRegion II were also identified as common tSNPs in

CEU, HCB, and JPT, but not in YRI. and CEPH population for rs1051425 alleles was also
noticed (Table 2). Allelic and genotypic frequencies ofFourteen SNPs distributed over Region I and Re-

gion II (Fig. 1) were genotyped in the eastern Indian rs457705 and rs1051420 also showed significant dif-
ference when compared with other populations; whilepopulation.
the ancestral allele frequency of rs457705 was reduced
in HCB and JPT compared to the Caucasian and Afri-Comparative Analysis of Polymorphisms in IND

and Other Different Populations. Out of 14 SNPs can population, only the derived allele was detected in
the IND population (Table 2).studied in the IND population, only rs461155 and

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the selection procedure for Phase I and Phase II SNPs.
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF ALLELIC AND GENOTYPIC FREQUENCIES IN DIFFERENT POPULATIONS

Allele Genotype
SNP ID Ancestral Chi-Square, Chi-Square,
(A1/A2) Allele Population A1 A2 p-Value A1A1 A1A2 A2A2 p-Value

rs457705 (G/T) G Indian (N = 149) 0.000 (0) 1.000 (298) — 0.000 (0) 0.000 (0) 1.000 (149) —
HCB 0.389 0.611 48.4, <0.0001 0.200 0.378 0.422 81.7, <0.0001
JPT 0.364 0.636 43.9, <0.0001 0.091 0.545 0.364 94.1, <0.0001
YRI 0.525 0.475 72.1, <0.0001 0.250 0.550 0.200 133.0, <0.0001
CEU 0.833 0.167 142.0, <0.0001 0.667 0.333 — 200.0, <0.0001

rs1051425 (T/C) T Indian (N = 149) 0.171 (51) 0.829 (247) — 0.758 (113) 0.141 (21) 0.101 (15) —
CEPH 0.480 0.520 21.9, <0.0001 — — — —

rs1051420 (A/C) A Indian (N = 149) 1.000 (298) 0.000 (0) — 1.000 (149) 0.000 (0) 0.000 (0) —
HCB 0.767 0.233 26.0, <0.0001 0.644 0.244 0.111 42.4, <0.0001
JPT 0.800 0.200 22.2, <0.0001 0.644 0.311 0.044 42.4, <0.0001
YRI 0.850 0.150 16.2, <0.0001 0.733 0.233 0.033 29.9, <0.0001
CEU 0.575 0.425 53.2, <0.0001 0.350 0.450 0.200 96.3, <0.0001

Distribution of ETS2 SNPs Among Different Dis- cgi) followed by multiple sequence alignment (Mul-
talin version 5.4.1; http://www-archbac.u-psud.fr/ease Groups. A significantly higher allelic and ge-

notypic frequency for “G” allele of rs461155, with a genomics/multalin.html) (9) revealed that the “T” is
absent in ETS2 mRNA reference sequence (NM_strong study power, was observed in the genomic

DNA samples of patients with solid tumor (BC and 005239.4) and Homo sapiens chromosome 21 geno-
mic contig (GRCh37 reference primary assembly,OC) compared to controls (Table 3) as well as ALL

individuals and families with DS probands. The G- NT_011512.11). However, it was observed in the
ETS2 sequence of a Caucasian male chromosome 21C haplotype was also present in significantly higher

frequency in BC (χ2 = 15.23, p = 9.50E-05, power = genomic contig (HuRef; NW_001838708.2) (Fig. 3C).
70.34%) and OC (χ2 = 4.83, p = 0.02798, power =
56.15%), while A-C was found to be the prevalent

DISCUSSION
haplotype in other groups including control (Fig. 2A).

Comparison of global D′ and r2 value for rs461155 Differential expression of TFs in different tissues
has been well documented in the literature (31).and rs1051425 among different groups revealed that

BC and OC have significantly lower LD values for However, it is still unknown whether aberrant expres-
sion of TFs can lead to uncontrolled growth in certainthese two SNPs (D′ = 0.139 and 0.3), although father

of DS probands, DS probands, and ALL cases tissues generating different types of malignancies. In
the present investigation, we have attempted to ex-showed a high LD value (D′ is near to 0.8) with con-

trol and DS mother showing moderate LD (D′ = 0.3) plore the role of ETS2 SNPs under different disease
conditions and, interestingly, significantly altered fre-(Fig. 2B).
quencies of two SNPs were noticed in samples ob-
tained from OC and BC patients compared to control,Novel Insertion Detected in the ETS2 3 ′ UTR.

Mutation Surveyor analyses showed a rare variation DS probands, parents of DS probands, and leukemic
groups.(Fig. 3A) between chromosomal contig position

40195541 and 40195542 (heterozygous insertion of a Analysis of base substitution using various in silico
tools (i.e., SIFT, Polyphen, SNPs3D) indicated that“thymidine” residue; presented in Fig. 3B) in only 10

out of 668 eastern Indian individuals studied. One of rs1803557 may contribute to an intolerant substitu-
tion (TI 0.01 for the T allele) as well as splicing regu-them was a 26-year-old nulliparous healthy female

volunteer. Among the other nine individuals harbor- lation. Similar substitution of glutamate by valine,
under homozygous condition, is well known for caus-ing “insertion,” one was father and four were mothers

of DS proband and four were DS probands. The in- ing a conformational change in the hemoglobin beta
subunit molecule leading to sickle cell anemia (11).sertion was never detected in homozygous condition.

Overall frequency of the variation was 0.0158 in the Among the other four nonsynonymous substitutions,
only rs66473060 points to a chance of being damag-eastern Indian subjects. Although chi-square and p-

values calculated for the differences between control ing by causing change in TF binding. During our
phase I SNP selection, more than one in silico analy-and DS probands or their mothers were not signifi-

cant, odds ratio was very high (Table 3). sis also revealed that rs11911369, rs34373350,
rs457705, rs461155, rs11254, rs3178021, rs3178022,BLAST search (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.
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TABLE 3
ALLELIC AND GENOTYPIC DISTRIBUTION OF rs461155, rs1051425, AND INSERTION OF “T” AMONG DIFFERENT STUDY GROUPS

Allele/
Genotype IND-C Father of Mother of

SNP ID Frequency (N = 149) DS (N = 91) DS (N = 118) DS (N = 132) ALL (N = 38) BC (N = 86) OC (N = 54)

rs461155 (A/G) A 0.621 (185) 0.588 (107) 0.581 (137) 0.629 (249) 0.645 (49) 0.494 (85) 0.500 (54)
G 0.379 (113) 0.412 (75) 0.419 (99) 0.371 (147) 0.355 (27) 0.506 (87) 0.500 (54)
Chi-square,
p-value,
Power (%) — 0.188, 0.664, 6.19 0.333, 0.564, 6.63 0.213E-01, 0.884, 5.34 0.194, 0.659, 7.97 7.15, 0.007, 53.15 4.78, 0.029, 55.72
OR (CI) — 1.1477 (0.787–1.6738) 1.183 (0.8347–1.6766) 1.0982 (0.7822–1.542) 0.9031 (0.5371–1.5187) 1.6757 (1.1464–2.4494) 1.6449 (1.0522–2.5715)
AA 0.369 (55) 0.286 (26) 0.271 (32) AAA 0.258 (34) 0.395 (15) 0.105 (9) 0.037 (2)
AG 0.503 (75) 0.604 (55) 0.619 (73) AAG 0.432 (57)* 0.500 (19) 0.779 (67) 0.926 (50)

AGG 0.250 (33)*
GG 0.128 (19) 0.110 (10) 0.110 (13) GGG 0.060 (8) 0.105 (4) 0.116 (10) 0.037 (2)
Chi-square,
p-value,
Power (%) — 2.37, 0.305, 16.01 3.68, 0.159, 18.39 9.81, 0.007, 38.92 0.176, 0.916, 6.81 20.9, <0.0001, 88.73 30.2, <0.0001, 99.85

rs1051425 (C/T) C 0.829 (247) 0.830 (151) 0.839 (198) 0.848 (336) 0.855 (65) 0.866 (149) 0.796 (86)
T 0.171 (51) 0.170 (31) 0.161 (38) 0.152 (60) 0.145 (11) 0.134 (23) 0.204 (22)
Chi-square,
p-value,
Power (%) — 0.525E-03, 0.982, 5.16 0.818, 0.366, 9.06 1.19, 0.276, 10.3 1.64, 0.201, 31.2 1.15, 0.283, 12.94 0.570, 0.450, 11.23
OR (CI) — 0.9943 (0.6095–1.6221) 0.9298 (0.5882–1.4697) 1.0489 (0.6781–1.6225) 0.8266 (0.4203–1.6257) 0.7476 (0.4389–1.2735) 1.2464 (0.7031–2.2096)
CC 0.758 (113) 0.747 (68) 0.738 (87) CCC 0.712 (94) 0.816 (31) 0.814 (70) 0.722 (39)
CT 0.141 (21) 0.165 (15) 0.203 (24) CCT 0.189 (25)† 0.079 (3) 0.105 (9) 0.148 (8)

CTT 0.030 (4)†
TT 0.101 (15) 0.088 (8) 0.059 (7) TTT 0.068 (9) 0.105 (4) 0.081 (7) 0.130 (7)
Chi-square,
p-value,
Power (%) — 0.320, 0.852, 6.35 2.93, 0.23, 15.45 3.51, 0.173, 16.26 1.04, 0.594, 16.61 0.995, 0.608, 9.62 0.390, 0.823, 7.82

Novel Without Ins “T” 0.993 (148) 0.989 (90) 0.966 (114) 0.970 (128) 1.000 (38) 1.000 (86) 1.000 (54)
heterozygous Ins “T” 0.007 (1) 0.011 (1) 0.033 (4) 0.030 (4) 0.000 (0) 0.000 (0) 0.000 (0)
insertion of Chi-square, — 0.125, 0.724, 5.79 2.65, 0.104, 18.52 2.23, 0.135, 15.1 — — —
of “T” p-value,

Power (%)
OR (CI) — 1.6744 (0.0957–29.3118) 4.3664 (0.7375–25.8518) 3.8384 (0.6545–22.5118) — — —

OR: odds ratio, CI: confidence interval.
*Combined: 0.682 (90).
†Combined: 0.220 (29).
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A B

Figure 2. Haplotype frequency (A) and linkage disequilibrium (B) of rs461155 and rs1051425 in eastern Indian control and disease popula-
tions (*p-values for the G-C haplotypes are 9.50E-05 and 0.02798 in BC and OC, respectively).

and rs3178023 were associated with deleterious ef- (BC and OC). Significantly higher occurrence of the
“G” allele of rs461155 was noticed in the solid tumorfects and could be considered to confer higher risk.

However, to date, these SNPs have never been ex- groups (BC and OC) compared to control, DS sub-
jects, their parents, and ALL patients (p < 0.0001). Itplored in association with disorders and it would be

worth looking into these under disease conditions. is well known that BC has a higher familial occur-
rence and, as was observed in the present study, DSThe present study has also revealed the presence

of several SNPs containing sites for SR protein-medi- individuals may get some protection from BC due to
lower occurrence as well was transmission of the “G”ated ESE activity (Table 1). Among them, rs13046062,

rs3178021, rs3178022, and rs3178023 were nonpoly- allele from their parents. Further, the A-C haplotype
of rs461155 and rs1051425 had significantly lowermorphic in the IND population and therefore may not

participate in differential splicing. Other SNPs, which frequency in BC and OC (χ2 = 8.048, 6.654; p =
0.004554, 0.009891, respectively) with a concomi-may hamper SR protein-mediated functioning, de-

serve further attention because altered expression of tantly higher G-C compared to other groups including
control (Fig. 2A). As was reported previously by ourSRp40 was observed in breast cancer and metasta-

sized lymph node tissues compared to adjacent nor- group, rs461155 “G” allele reduces SRp40-mediated
splicing of ETS2 pre-mRNA and may thus reducemal tissue and it was hypothesized that SR protein-

mediated alternative splicing of pre-mRNA could be ETS2 activity by generating splice variants (7).
rs1051425 was found have a potency to alter tran-associated with malignant development (14).

In silico analysis also predicted rs711 and scriptional regulation. Therefore, it may be inferred
that the G-C haplotype formed between rs461155 andrs457705 as damaging SNPs. In the eastern Indian

population, rs457705 showed 100% frequency for the rs1051425 may confer risk of BC and OC by altering
ETS2 function. Observation made in the present in-derived “T” allele, which may not have a major role

in the disease process. In the Korean population also, vestigation also supports a risk of oral squamous can-
cer conferred by ETS2 as was reported previouslyrs457705 failed to show any contribution while in-

creased risk for acute myeloid leukemia was found to (22). It would be interesting to find out whether the
tagged SNPs of rs461155 (rs460982, rs2070529, andbe associated with two SNPs, rs711 and rs530 (17).

In the present study, rs711 was not explored and fur- rs2070530) also bear risk of BC.
Analysis of LD between rs461155 and rs1051425ther investigation on these sites would be required to

understand whether these SNPs have any role in dis- showed a different pattern in the solid tumor groups
compared to the others (Fig. 2B); while moderate LDease development.

We have also attempted to identify the status of was observed in all other groups, BC and OC showed
almost absence of LD between the two sites. The twoETS2 SNPs in genomic DNA samples from patients

with DS and leukemia (ALL) as well as solid tumor sites are present in separate LD blocks (HapMap data
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Figure 3. Representative electropherogram for (A) wild-type ETS2 sequence; (B) heterozygous insertion of “T”; (C) multiple alignment of
the 3′ UTR (40195494 to 40195554 chromosomal contig position) Indian: sequence with “T” insertion, NW_001838708.2: sequence from
a Caucasian male, NM_005239.4: mRNA reference sequence, NT_011512.11: Homo sapiens chromosome 21 genomic contig (GRCh37
primary assembly).

explored by Haploview 4.1) at a distance of 3.846 sociation of ETS2 SNPs investigated with DS. Com-
parison of allelic frequencies revealed no statisticallykb. Whether there is any recombination hotspot be-

tween the two sites is not known yet. Further, due to significant difference. However, genotype analysis
revealed statistically higher occurrence of heterozy-limitation in the number of samples analyzed for the

solid tumor groups, it would be premature to make gous genotypes, which could be due to clubbing of
two groups (AAG and AGG) together.any inference on the LD structure.

Because trisomic TDT analysis require information A heterozygous insertion of “T” allele was identi-
fied in eastern Indian nuclear family members withregarding specific stage of occurrence of meiotic

nondisjunction for each and every case of DS (30), DS probands except for one control female individ-
ual. As the frequency of this insertion was rare, effec-transmission pattern of alleles from parents to off-

spring was not performed. The present study was tive sample size became low and odds ratio was high
in DS and their mothers with a broad range of confi-confined to investigating biasness in occurrence of

alleles among the parent populations and DS pro- dence interval (Table 3). Analyses of phenotypes re-
vealed that out of the four DS probands containingbands. Data obtained indicate lack of any specific as-
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the insertion, three exhibited significant speech artic- to the observed speech problem besides other causes.
A cleavage stimulating factor (CstF), element 2aulation problem. Further in silico analysis using RNA

Analyzer tool (http://wb2x01.biozentrum.uni-wuerz binding motif was also predicted to be created due to
the insertion. Earlier investigations have shown thatburg.de/) (3) showed that the ETS2 RNA region bear-

ing the “T” insertion faces a change in energy of the CstF element 2a acts during 3′ end processing of
pre-mRNA molecule (4). It may be inferred that instem-loop formation (−41.31) compared to the wild-

type RNA (−39.91). Physical interaction and regula- presence of the insertion, the 3′ end processing sched-
ule of ETS2 mRNA may get hampered. This pioneer-tion of genes like MECP2 by ETS2 via SPI1, SP1,

BDNF, etc., which are involved in proper develop- ing report on the ETS2 3′ UTR sequence variation,
which may have an important role in ETS2 expres-ment of speech, were also observed by in silico anal-

ysis (Gene Network Central ProTM) (Fig. 4). Articula- sion and therefore can have a regulatory role in ETS2
regulated disease pathogenesis, could be helpful intion is a common disability of DS children and it

could be hypothesized from the present preliminary understanding the role played by this TF in DS patho-
physiology.investigation that the change in structural conforma-

tion of ETS2 induced by the insertion may be related Overexpression of ETS2 was reported in oral,

Figure 4. In silico analysis of the interactive pathway formed between ETS2 and speech-related genes by Gene Network Central ProTM.
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breast, esophageal as well as prostate cancer tissues BC and OC. A heterozygous insertion of “T” was
found for the first time in DS family members of(5,19,27,28). On the other hand, DS individuals with

gene overdosage as well as overexpression of ETS2 eastern Indian origin. From the result obtained it may
be predicted that ETS2 expression may get hamperedare protected from development of these solid tu-

mors. Although from the present investigation it is in the presence of risk haplotypes in BC and OC but
not in DS or ALL. Differential expression of ETS2not clear whether the stromal theory (13) or miscom-

munication between different types of cells (2) lead in different malignant groups and DS may be regu-
lated by marked difference in the frequency of riskto the development of malignancy, it can be hypothe-

sized that differential expression of ETS2, caused by alleles. To resolve the role of ETS2 in the paradoxical
events of DS-related malignancy, further extensivethe presence of different allelic variants, may at least

partly be responsible for the process. An in-depth investigation on deleterious SNPs is needed in a
larger cohort of DS and its related malignant condi-analysis of these variants may help us to understand

the regulatory procedure better. tions.
This is the first report on the identification of func-

tional SNPs in ETS2 in the eastern Indian population.
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